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Eternal palace quick guide

In this guide, you'll find simple tanking strategies for the Azhara Eternal Palace, the main raid in the Battle of Azeret: Season 3. Go to the top of The Bezosiah Commander Sivara Go to the Top of blackwater Hippo Go to the top Shining Asshar Go to the top lady Ashwane Go to the top orgozoa Go to the
top of the Queen's Court Go to the top of Za'qul, Harbinger Ny'alotha Go to the top of Queen Ashar Hello everyone,I'm back with my version of the Eternal Palace raid guide. I had previously made this BoD guide that people seemed happy, so I decided to make one for eternal Palace.It not completely
finished. Queen Ashara is still absent and some polishing may occur over the next few days, but it should be very minimal. Link to the guideSmive explanation:The first part of each boss is simply a description of the mechanics. The tactic for each boss is inside the boxes. If the boss has multiple stages,
there will be a box for each stage. Most bosses have some illustrations to show positioning etc hopefully this can help some of you. Good luck at the Eternal Palace Whether you like detailed guides, minimalist reviews, videos or even just walking in the blind (with perhaps WeakAura or two), the WoW
community has worked hard to make sure you're ready to raid ashara's Eternal Palace. Normal and heroic modes, launched today with a week-long reset and next week, will bring mythical mode and the first wing of Looking for Raid - which consists of the abyss of commander Sivara, Blackwater
Behemoth and Shining Asshara. The rest of the release schedule of raid finder's next two wings will follow in late July and August. The first step to raiding is to get into a raid. The raid is located at the northern end of Nazcatar, and we have a handy guide on how to get to the raid entrance. If you've
completed the turn of the tide part of the main story after aligning your guard followers, you'll have a flight point that takes you right there. This gives you the opportunity to enter the raid through the main entrance whirlpool. There is also a secret entrance to the side that feels very consistent with N'Zoth if
you haven't finished the Nazjatar plot. Once you get into a raid, you'll have eight bosses to deal with. The raid is underwater with unique mechanics, but the Queen's guest gives you the chance to survive without air as long as you are in this case. Commander Sivara Blackwater Hippo Shining Asshara
Lady Ashwane Orgosoa Court Queen Za'keel Queen Asshara Now that you're inside and you know who you're against, what are you doing? We've covered you! There are plenty of guides, whether you like the most profound guides around or just a quick run-up. Integrated Guide Limit collect boss boss
guide for heroic mode in Azshara Guide as well as TL: DR letter for quick information. They will update the guide as they go to keep it accurate, as well as adding mythical strategies next week. Wowhead, as always, has an incredibly in-depth every mechanic and phase. They are written by FatbossTV
and include all the differences from normal to heroic to mythical. If the video is more your style, Hazelnuttygames makes it easy to understand the video guide and has an eternal playlist of Palace's leadership. FatbossTV goes deeper with its guides and embraces both heroic and mythical difficulties. They
have generally put out detailed guides after they kill them live, and as of now they have only the Eternal Palace ptr struggling. Minimalist guides There are also several variations of minimalist guides if you need a brief overview or a freshener. Google Sheet Tutorials Useful WeakAuras and Addons Hope
these tutorials will help you make your way through the raid to finally confront Azshara. If you don't have the patience to wait for progress, or just want to know the local history implications right now, check out the final cinematic for the Eternal Palace and a teaser of what the dates have. Last updated Jul
08, 2019 at 20:02 By Vlad 1 comment General Information Eternal Palace is an 8-boss raid instance added to World of Warcraft Patch 8.2, launching on July 9/10. It represents the 24th level of content in World of Warcraft. The Eternal Palace is available in the LFR, normal, heroic and mythical difficulties.
1. Local historian during the Great Ambush Queen Asshara was given a choice: to live as a servant of N'Zot or to be infrinked in Zin Azshar after the destruction of the Sluzy eternity. Her choice to serve N'Zoth gave birth to a new race, The Naga, and under her leadership, they built an empire under the



seas with the Eternal Palace at its heart. 2. Entrance to the Eternal Palace The instance of the eternal palace raid is located in Nazyatar. The entrance to the instance is located under the place under the Queen's Gate and can be reached by swimming from a small lake in this location. Currently, the lake
is protected by a barrier that prevents entry into it. We know it opens at the end of the Nazjatar quest line. Meanwhile secondary access exists, but we don't know if it is intended. There is a cave at coordinates 42.3, 13.3 in Nazyatar called Chitterspine Grotto (west of the Queen's Gate). It's full of crabs,
and once you're plunged into the water there, you'll follow N'Zoth in his fish form and teleport to the entrance to the raid. The reason we don't know if it's intended is because you get a debaff of danger after teleporting. At the raid entrance you are given a Guest of the Queen, which will allow you to breathe
underwater in the specimen. There you will also find a shifting pedestal for teleporting back to the surface (on tidal conflux). 3. Unlock schedule 4. Boss Order Order Order bosses at Eternal Palace are mostly linear - the only choice your raid can make is an order in which you can try the second and third
bosses, Blackwater Behemoth and Shining Asshara. The order of bosses is as follows. 5. Maps, review and local history of bosses 5.1. Romash Eternity After entering the raid, you will find yourself in Romas eternity. This is a large room, at the back of which you will find the first boss, the commander of
the Abyss Sivara. Little is known about the Army of Azshara, established after millennia spent in depth, but the abyssal commander of the Sivara has led the vanguard of the Naga to countless victories. Sewing an excellent strategic mind and a strong skill of both physical and magical combat, she is both
a deadly commander and a soldier. The fight against the besothed commander Sivara is actually surprisingly difficult for the first meeting, and it requires proper positioning throughout the fight, as the raid must be divided into two groups, with any failures to execute it correctly, most likely leading to a
swipe. For more information about the fight, please contact our strategy guide Bezosyadnogo Commander Sivara. After defeating the abyssable Commander Sivara, take the stairs at the back of the room to reach a smaller room where you can wed a submerged tunnel to the second zone of the raid: the
Halls of the Chosen. 5.2. Halls of the chosen and darkest depths of the Hall of the chosen house are two bosses: Lady Ashwane and Shining Asshara. Lady Ashwane can't be immediately engaged. First you need to win both the glow of Asshara and another boss, located in the Darkest Depths:
Blackwater Behemoth. We believe the best course of action is as follows. As you enter the halls of the Chosen One, head to the tunnel that leads to the darkest depths and defeat the Blackwater hippo. Return to the halls of the Favorites and defeat the glow of Asshara. Then start returning to Lady
Ashwane's room. On the way there, incapacitated or kill Azshari Channelers (marked on the aforementioned map) to remove the barrier protecting Lady Ashwane. After killing Lady Ashwane, the floor in the center of her room will collapse, allowing you to jump down to Travers, the next area. The
Blackwater hippo was called from the seas so deep that even the deep dwelling of The Naga wouldn't dare his house. He possesses a tremendous power that, without the iron grip of his queen to command it, quickly got out of hand. His presence as guardian of the Asshara treasure is further evidence of
her aftertasic. Meeting this boss is an underwater fight that requires your raid to carefully manage the timing of a lucrative debaff, as well as emphasizing the right positioning and movement. For more information, please contact our Blackwater Behemoth Strategy Guide. With the wrath of Azshara, who
had already been defeated in Azshara's eyes, it is no surprise that this tortuous elemental monsiness has resurrwinded as the Shining of Azshara. It feeds on the soul of Azshara's needlework, given willingly and locked in a pendant worn by Azshar, and represents the glow of the Queen herself. This
match has 2 phases during which you must face a stationary (during phase one) and the great Stormwraith (during phase two), with two stages of cycling back and forth until the boss is defeated. Movement and coordination here are crucial. For more information about this fight, please refer to our Sywa
Azshar leadership strategy. After being defeated in Borallus by a fleet of Kul Tiran, Lady Ashwane was imprisoned in Tol Dagor; she broke out of her prison with the help of a horde, but soon showed her devotion to Asshari and Naga. When she faced and was threatened again, her new queen saved her
again, eventually hardening the dark pact between them and turning Lady Ashwane into a monsieome, albeit powerful one. This meeting has two phases of cycling back and forth until Lady Ashwane is defeated. It has a large absorbent shield that needs to be depleted during Phase 1 before it can be
damaged during phase two, which lasts a set amount of time (when it expires, the phase 1 reboot, but the absorption shield grows larger with each new Phase 1). For more information, please contact our Lady Ashvane strategy guide. 5.3. Travers Travers is the fourth zone of the raid, and the only one
that does not have a boss. This is a sequence of 3 platforms with garbage to kill on each of them. Once you've done with the platform, take the flight path to the next platform (see screenshot above). The flight path from the 3rd platform takes you to the following zone: Incubator. 5.4. Incubator Almost
immediately after entering this area, you will encounter Orgozoa, who acts as the overseer of the incubator, ensuring that all of Asshara's creations are looked after and kept ready until the moment they are needed. The fight to win over Orgozoa is divided into two different phases, each taking place
elsewhere. The room where you will first find Orgozoa, where the first phase takes place. You are struggling with the boss and some repetitive adds for a short period of time. The boss then flees to the next room and the raid should avoid a number of sources of environmental damage by pursuing a sitter.
The second phase is mostly similar to Phase 1, with more diverse additions. Overall, fighting is particularly difficult for healers, with high raid damage that increase over time. For more information on how to beat this boss, please refer to our Orgozoa strategy guide. After the defeat of Orgozoa, you can
make your way to the royal court by taking the underwater tunnel marked on the map above. 5.5. Royal Court After leaving the submerged tunnel, continue to the next room where you will find Sylvaz Zealny and Pashmar Fanatical, who form the Royal Court. Always faithful, they are Asshara's most
faithful followers and happily lay off their lives for her at a moment's notice; after ensuring her safety and securing her will for countless millennia, these Naga will stop at nothing to prevent intruders from reaching Queen. This meeting is relatively static, in the sense that a raid is taking place stay basically
in the same place throughout the match, but there are a very large number of abilities to react. The two bosses do not share health and should be killed at the same time. For more information on all this, please contact our Queen's Court strategy guide. 5.6. Precipia of Dreams After the victory over the
Court Queen, you will find yourself in the Note of Dreams, where you will encounter Za'bullet, the harbinger of Nialota. N'Zoth's server, Za'qul exists to destroy, acting as a harbinger for Aserot and beyond; in his darkest moments, he seeks to pick up our defence to provide the smoothest admiration for his
master. The fight against Za'qul is a four-phase encounter of complexity far greater than any of the previous meetings in the raid. The fight is long and involves a growing number of abilities that are reused and evolved as the fight progresses, all culminating in a final phase that brings everything together
and which requires almost flawless execution from your raid to succeed. For more information, please refer to our Za'qul strategy guide. 5.7. The last prison with the defeat of Za'qul, you can proceed to the Last Prison, where you will face Queen Asshara, who is plotting her return to the surface and the
destruction of all who stand against her from the day she wrapped up her pact with N'Zot. With a huge level of strength, eons planning behind her, and the Old God supporting her, Queen Naga may be one of the most dangerous threats Azeret has faced. The fight against Queen Asshara is a long,
complex and exhausting 4-phase fight (with two transitional stages added) that will test the concentration and coordination of your raid at every turn. Like many big end-of-raid bosses at World of Warcraft, your group will have to progress and study the fight phase in stages, one step by step, before all of
this can finally come together for a successful assassination. For more information, please refer to our guide to Queen Asshara's strategy. 6. Loot loot in the Eternal Palace include weapons and armor pieces in all difficulties: level 400 item for LFR, 415 for normal, 430 for heroic, and 445 for the mythical.
In addition, pets fall from selected bosses: Lightless Ambusher, Mindlost Bloodfrenzy, Nameless Octopode and Zanj'ir Poker. Finally, all the updates for the essences of Condensed Powers of Life, Life Suit and Azerot's Unsomanthful Gift are under raid. We can also remember Azshari Bloatray, the award
for completing the glory of raider's eternal achievement. For more information, please contact our Eternal Palace Loot and Essence Guide. 7. Achievements are 26 achievements that must be deserved in the Eternal Palace. We present them here according to the difficulties required to complete them in.
7.1. LF+ 7.2. Normal+ 7.3. Heroic+ 7.4. Mythical 8. Changelog 08 Jul. 2019: Added robbery, opening and last 2 bosses. See all 209 reviews
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